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The Art of Botanical & Bird Illustration
First adopted in 1917, the rugged and reliable Browning .30-caliber machine gun remained in US service
into the Vietnam era, and is still occasionally found in use elsewhere even today. Produced in both
water-cooled and air-cooled versions, it has been employed in every imaginable role for a machine gun –
antipersonnel, antiaircraft, mounted on aircraft as both defensive and offensive armament, defensive
armament aboard vehicles (armored and soft-skin), mounted on watercraft, and others. Employing gripping
first-hand testimony and featuring specially commissioned illustrations and detailed photographs, many
in color, this lively study of the Browning .30-caliber machine gun reveals the origins, combat history
and legacy of this versatile and dependable weapon.

Art Workshop for Children
A gorgeous, easy-to-follow, and inspiring guide to stunningly realistic botanical drawing that covers
everything you need to draw our natural world. Achieve amazingly realistic and vibrant botanical
illustrations, from flowers so dazzling you feel as if you might be able to smell them, to tomatoes that
look as if they've just been picked from the garden. Wendy Hollender is known for her vivid, detailed,
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and inspiring illustrations and in The Joy of Botanical Drawing, she helps you take your art to the next
level by sharing her perfected techniques through short lessons that start simple, then build on the
basics with easy-to-use and clear step-by-step illustrations. Using colored pencils and watercolor
pencils, Hollender shows you how to accomplish scientifically accurate botanical portraits of a
spiraling pine cone, a spiky chestnut, a fuchsia-tined radish, a graceful morning glory, and many more.
From colorful leaves to delicate petals to textured bark and slender stems, The Joy of Botanical Drawing
will give you the skills to complete lifelike drawings while also enjoying nature and the mindfulness of
a regular drawing practice.

The Joy of Botanical Drawing
"Description: The Art of Painting with Gouache is a complete guide to using the medium. It includes a
history and overview as well as information on techniques, color theory, and the best materials to use
for painting. Block also gives us 30 practice lessons from beginning level to advanced that build upon
the techniques she presents"--

Get Started with Gouache
Meet your dream plate and fall in love with a faster, friendlier approach to printmaking. For artists
and crafters who love the creative possibilities of monoprinting on gelatin but not the prep time, mess
and inconvenience that comes with it, the Gelli Arts Gel Printing Plate is a dream come true! It's
durable, reusable, stored at room temperature, and ready to get creative whenever you are. Simply apply
paint with a soft rubber brayer, make your marks and pull your print. It's that simple! Wipe the plate
down with a spritz of water and a paper towel, and you're ready to go again. In this premier guide,
artist Joan Bess--inventor of the concept for the Gelli plate--unleashes the fun through more than 60
step-by-step techniques. Create intriguing patterns using tools like sponges, textured rollers and
homemade combs. Learn how to incorporate stencils and rubber stamps. Experiment with metallic paint,
dimensional paint and gel medium. Become a texture-hunter, creating a wide world of effects using
embossed papers, natural objects, rubber bands, lace, corrugated cardboard, metal tape, die cut
lettersanything goes! Even beginners can enjoy immediate gratification--just grab a textured surface,
smoosh it into your painted Gelli plate, and you'll have a stack of amazing prints in no time. For
experienced printmakers, the inspirations in these pages will push you to experiment, adapt, combine and
layer. It's easy, fun and totally addicting! Printmaking just got easier! • Expert tips from the creator
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of the Gelli plate • 60+ awesome step-by-step techniques • Ideas for incorporating stamps and stencils,
using ghost prints, salvaging uninspired prints, and more • 26-page gallery shows the many wonderful
ways artists are incorporating Gelli printing into their work

Peggy Dean's Guide to Nature Drawing and Watercolor
This stunning guide with original artworks by Emma Faull will enable painters of all abilities to create
exquisite watercolour paintings of birds. Even beginners will be able to produce beautiful watercolour
paintings of birds with the help of the guided projects in this book. Fifteen original artworks by
acclaimed artist Emma Faull have been reproduced as outlines on high-quality watercolour paper, so that
you can achieve beautiful results and enjoy the relaxing practice of watercolour painting. At the front
of the book, you'll find inspiration in Emma's original artworks, as well as the recommended colour
palettes to use. You'll also find advice from the artist on how to get started and guidance on
professional watercolour techniques. To get started, simply choose an outline on watercolour paper and
pull it out of the book, then follow the artist's step-by-step advice on creating beautiful watercolours
and use the gallery of finished artworks as a guide. The professional paper will also work beautifully
with other media, such as acrylic paint, artists' pencils and art brush or marker pens. Includes the
following birds:European Goldfinch Peacock HummingbirdAmerican Blue JayWoodpecker Wren Mandarin
DuckGolden Eagle and more.

Time for Bed, Miyuki
Immerse yourself in the world of roses, learning to produce your own watercolour painting that radiate
light and purity. Published in association with the internationally-renowned Kew Gardens and written by
noted watercolour artist Trevor Waugh. The rose has a special place in both art and culture across the
world. Published in Association with Kew Gardens, this stunning book teaches you how to paint a
selection of roses in watercolour; and showcases both historical images from the Kew archives and the
author's own extensive collection of inspiring rose paintings. Guided by watercolour artist and rose
enthusiast Trevor Waugh, this book begins with approachable exercises that explain the essential
watercolour techniques. Particular emphasis is placed on mixing colours cleanly, in order to reproduce
the purity, variety and beauty of this much-loved family of flowers in sumptuous watercolour. This
information leads into how to gather reference and compose your own paintings; which is then
demonstrations through inspiring step-by-step projects.
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Geninne's Art: Birds in Watercolor, Collage, and Ink
Grab your practice book, paint brushes, and discover the beautiful art of watercolor – no experience
required! The ultimate beginner’s guide, Watercolor Success in Four Steps will teach you how to
perfectly paint 150 objects, from fruits and flowers to animals, household items, and more! Understand
the basics of watercolor with tried-and-true techniques and create beautiful watercolor paintings in
just four simple steps. Each project offers a sample selection of colors to get you started, followed by
approachable, step-by-step painting instructions to complete each design. Once you've accomplished each
project, you’ll be equipped with all the skills and techniques you need to design and create your own
watercolor works of art!

Art Studio Secrets
Offers different arts and crafts projects parents and their children can create together, including
sculpture, printmaking, bookbinding, and collage.

The Artful Bird
With Painted Botanical Collage, artists of all skill levels will learn to create lifelike botanical
artwork—featuring flowers, succulents, and herbs—using painted background papers and elegant collage
techniques. A unique technique book, Painted Botanical Collage will show you how to create your own
collage materials. This guide takes you step by step through creating mixed-media painted papers, then
using them—along with tissue paper, art papers, and found paper, such as magazines—to create perfect
collage materials. Cut these decorative papers into plant and flower parts to assemble your designs,
adding details using various media. Working from nature is central to this technique—look closely at the
palettes and shapes in actual flowers to create realistic stylized representations. Painted Botanical
Collage includes instruction on creating flowers, cacti, succulents, leaves, and other popular
botanicals—over 30 beautiful designs in all. Join in the fun as British artist Tracey English shares the
methods behind the magical flower collages that charm and delight her Instagram followers.

Avian Friends Gift Notes
A contemporary paint-every-day watercolor guide that explores foundational strokes and patterns and then
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builds new skills upon the foundations over the course of 30 days to create finished pieces. This
beautifully illustrated and inspiring guided watercolor-a-day book is perfect for beginning watercolor
artists, artists who want to improve their watercolor skills, and visual creatives. From strokes to
shapes, this book covers the basics and helps painters gain confidence in themselves along with
inspiration to develop their own style over the course of 30 days. Featuring colorful contemporary art
from Mon Voir design agency founder and Instagram trendsetter Jenna Rainey, this book's fresh
perspective paints watercolor in a whole new light.

Everyday Watercolor
With its simple instructions and stunning inspirational illustrations, Flowers: The Watercolor Artpad is
the perfect introduction to the timeless art of painting flowers in watercolors. Inside the book are 15
pages of simple line drawings of flowers—from wild poppies to sculpted calla lilies—printed on highquality watercolor paper for you to remove and paint. The outlines allow you to skip the sketching and
simply begin painting. Each sketch is accompanied by a color guide and a completed version of the same
flower to serve as a model and inspiration as you paint your own. Using simple terms and step-by-step
illustrations, the author explains the basic tenants of botanical watercolor showing you how to layer
delicate washes of color and subtle shading so you can easily master the art of creating beautiful, lifelike flowers. All you need is this book and some paint to get started today!

How to Paint Skies
A guide to the most memorable quotes by Gotham’s clown prince of crime, The Joker! As one of Gotham’s
most notorious criminal masterminds and Batman’s archenemy, The Joker has shared lots of cracks and
quips throughout his comic history. Now readers can enjoy the clown prince’s wisdom in this collectible
tiny book. Part of an exciting new series of miniature comic book titles, this book compiles all of The
Joker’s cleverest quotes and wittiest banter along with classic artwork in an appealing mini package.

Local Color
Art Workshop for Children is not just another book of straightforward art projects. The book's unique
child-led approach provides a framework for cultivating creative thinking and encourages the wonder that
comes when children are allowed to freely explore the creative process and their materials. As children
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work through these open-ended workshops, adults are guided on how to be facilitators who provide
questions, encourage deep thinking, and help spark an excitement for discovery. Children explore basic
materials and workshops that use minimal supplies, and then gradually add new materials to fill the art
cabinets as well as new skills and more complex workshops. Most workshops are suitable to preschool-aged
children, and each contains ideas for explorations and new twists to engage older or more experienced
artists. Interspersed throughout are sidebar essays that introduce perspectives on mess-making,
imperfection, the role of adult, collaborative art, and thoughts on the Reggio Emilia method, a selfguided teaching philosophy. These pieces underscore the value of art-making with children, and support
the parent/teacher/care-giver on how to successfully lead, question, and navigate their children through
the workshops to result in the fullest experiences.

The Paper Playhouse
Learn to draw and paint more than 100 of your favorite everyday items! Step-by-step projects and
creative inspiration make it fun and easy. The Inspired Artist series invites art hobbyists and casual
art enthusiasts to have fun learning basic art concepts, relaxing into the creative process to make art
in a playful, contemporary style. With Draw Every Little Thing, the first book in this new series, you
can learn to draw and paint your favorite everyday items. From learning to draw and paint plants,
flowers, and bicycles to the neighborhood café and the contents of the kitchen cabinet, this
contemporary drawing book demonstrates just how easy it is to render the world around you with little
more than a pencil, paper, and paint. Following a brief introduction to the joys of simplistic drawing
and painting, this aesthetically pleasing book familiarizes you with a range of drawing tools and
materials, including graphite pencil, pen and ink, colored pencil, and gouache, before offering a quick
overview of basic color theory. Each subsequent chapter is then devoted to a specific theme—kitchenalia,
hobbies, neighborhood haunts, and much more—and packed with simple step-by-step drawing projects. This
accessible book encourages you to jump around so you can draw what immediately inspires you. Interactive
prompts, creative exercises, and inspiring ideas make the process fun and engaging. Easy techniques and
helpful instructions show you how to develop your own personal style, as well as add color to your
drawings using gouache and colored pencil. Crafty projects round out the book, allowing you to use your
newfound drawing and painting skills. Filled to the brim with whimsical artwork and loads of creative
ideas, Draw Every Little Thing encourages artists of all skill levels to draw any time inspiration
strikes.
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Birds the Watercolor Art Pad
In Geninne’s Art: Birds in Watercolor, Collage, and Ink, popular Santa Fe artist Geninne Zlatkis
presents a personal field guide to how she creates her charming paintings and collages of birds and
nature. Brimming with inspiring examples of the artist’s work, this beautiful book takes you inside
Geninne’s studio for an in-depth look at how she creates. You will discover, step by step, how this
devoted artist spends time photographing nature, selecting her materials, and developing her personal
imagery. Explore: How her studio is set up, how she works, and what materials and tools she uses How she
captures nature with both a camera and phone for reference Her artistic process through the step-by-step
creation of 5 watercolor paintings, 5 collages, and 5 ink drawings, with notes on each medium and
technique As a special bonus, the book includes 32 pages of collage papers, painted and selected by
Geninne, for you to use as you explore and develop your own artistic voice. Vibrant, detailed, and
richly imaginative, Geninne’s interpretation of the birds she has observed so closely will inspire you
to use the natural world as fodder for your paintings, drawings, and collages.

15-Minute Watercolor Masterpieces
Outstanding refresher course in creative thinking presents more than 300 methods and techniques for
helping artists find a new angle for an existing style or get past a creative block.

The Kew Book of Painting Roses in Watercolour
Provides pull-out tracings for nine floral paintings, along with instructions for how to bring them to
life with watercolour paint. This book offers guidance on how to transfer the tracings to watercolour
paper, along with a section on what materials to use.

Making an Impression
Learn to create precious watercolor paintings that you can paint and frame in just one day. Paint and
Frame: Botanical Watercolor features 20 charming modern watercolor projects including florals, nature
scenes, and more. With step-by-step instructions, you can try your hand at these “mini” projects. Paint
and Frame: Botanical Watercolor comes with an instruction book and 20 step-by-step watercolor projects
to try.
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Watercolor Success in Four Steps
Learn to create whimsical folk art with Imagine a Forest! Fine art is created for it's aesthetic, and
while looks are important to some degree in the things you create, folk art allows you to relax and
enjoy the art you are creating. Imagine a Forest contains 45 step-by-step tutorials that show you how to
create charming folk art drawings. Learn the history of folk art to understand the influences and
inspire your drawings. Find tips from expert illustrator Dinara Mirtalipova to help guide you through
the gorgeous folk scenes. When you're finished your drawing, discover the meaning behind each drawing
you have created, and use this to guide you to create your very own works of folk art! With plenty of
room to draw in the pages, you'll be able to work alongside a master illustrator.

20 Ways to Draw a Jellyfish and 44 Other Amazing Sea Creatures
Andrew Forkner's book provides you with all you need to paint a range of birds in acrylics; taking in
birds of prey, songbirds and waterbirds from all over the world. It contains information on the
materials and preparation you will need to capture the delicacy and majesty of the subjects. * Twentysix striking and characterful bird species * Clear and easy-to-follow step by step projects * Includes
guidance on composition, reference and important bird features

Inspired Artist: Draw Every Little Thing
Carol Owen, a shrine maker for more than 20 years, offers easy instructions and inspiring photographs
that will guide anyone through the process. The work begins with a basic frame for mounting treasured
mementos. There are suggestions on embellishments to personalize the shrine, and even ideas for possible
objects to include. In addition to the author, eight renowned shrine artists provide hands-on
information about how they create their distinctive structures, and another two dozen experts offer
insights into their creative practices. The vibrant gallery of work will spark anyone's imagination.

Crafting Personal Shrines
Presents projects, including cards, an embellished journal and tote, and decorative wall pieces; offers
step-by-step photographs of the essentials; and showcases the author's signature designs that readers
can use.
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Dreamscapes
Like children everywhere, Miyuki's imagination peaks at bedtime, when she remembers all the things she
has to do before she can possibly go to bed: she needs to water the vegetables, gather snails, and
prepare for the arrival of the Dragonfly Queen. Her patient grandfather follows along on her adventures,
gently encouraging her to go to sleep. In this beautiful story about family, nature, and love, young
children and their parents find a welcome companion for their own bedtime journey.

Watercolor with Me
Perfect for any fond gift or tender moment, this story of a girl and a duckling who share a touching
year together will melt hearts old and young. In this tenderly funny book, girl and duckling grow in
their understanding of what it is to care for each other, discovering that love is as much about letting
go as it is about holding tight. Children and parents together will adore this fond exploration of
growing up while learning about the joys of love offered and love returned.

Gelli Plate Printing
This fun and easy-to-use nature drawing and watercolor guide is perfect for anyone inspired by nature to
draw, doodle, ink, and paint colorful flora and fauna. Artist, author, and popular art instructor Peggy
Dean presents this nature drawing guide that teaches you how to master drawing and watercolor techniques
from sketching and shading to washes and blending. With Peggy's easy and energetic lessons, absolutely
anyone--regardless of ability--can learn to draw the natural world. Beginning with delicate cherry
blossoms, wildflowers, and lacy ferns, lessons build to composing stunning bouquets of flowers and
majestic landscapes. You'll also discover how to draw animals such as colorful fish and birds in flight,
as well as mammals like stoic camels and the mighty polar bear. Through the lessons on technique
combined with clear, detailed instructions, you'll gain the expertise and confidence that will allow you
to quickly build your skills, discover your own personal style, and achieve beautiful botanical and
animal illustrations.

Paint and Frame: Botanical Painting
Successfully drawing the human face is one of the most challenging yet rewarding artistic experiences.
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In this step-by-step book, Debra Kauffman Yaun invites you into her artistic world as she shows you how
to draw a variety of portraits in pencil. She shares her personal methods for rendering the human face
in all its expressiveness as she introduces tips and techniques for approaching babies, children,
teenagers, and adults of all ages. The book includes in-depth information on specific facial features as
well as detailed, step-by-step exercises that explore ways to develop complete portraits. And the wealth
of beautiful, inspiring examples ensure that Faces & Features will be a welcome addition to any artist’s
drawing reference library

DC Comics: The Joker: Quotes from the Clown Prince of Crime (Tiny Book)
5O No-Sketch Projects That Bring the Ocean to Life Dana Fox, author of Watercolor with Me: In the Forest
and founder of Wonder Forest, provides fifty new marine-themed projects in this beginner-friendly
watercolor guide. Known for her whimsical art style and straightforward instruction, Dana leads you
through three major watercolor techniques: wet-on-wet, wet-on-dry, and ink-and-wash. Best of all,
there’s no sketching required, so you can focus on each painting method. Bring adorable sea creatures
like octopuses and otters to life on high-quality art paper. Start simple with shading in a
monochromatic orca, experiment with adding depth to color with a bright bobbing seahorse and practice
stylizing your subject in a charming lighthouse scene. With inspired art and step-by-step instruction,
it’s easy to pick up a paintbrush, break out your palette, and create something beautiful.

Painted Botanical Collage
Draw and paint beautiful, vibrant, and realistic birds and botanicals with The Art of Botanical & Bird
Illustration. Take a sketch and transform it into fine art! The Art of Botanical & Bird Illustration is
a guide for contemporary artists aspiring to master shape, color, and texture and render beautiful,
realistic, and vibrant botanical artwork. Author Mindy Lighthipe, an expert botanical artist, educates
you about the tools and materials traditionally used in botanical illustration, including pencils,
colored pencils, watercolor, gouache, and pastels. This thorough yet easily digestible guide includes
overviews of key illustration techniques and basic color theory and mixing, and it's loaded with
exercises designed to help you learn to see shape, value, and form. By learning tounderstand plant life
and anatomy, you can craft elegant flowers, leaves, trees, and much more in no time! To bring it all
together, The Art of Botanical & Bird Illustration includes step-by-step demonstrations to follow along
with as you practice taking sketches and transforming them into fully rendered, colorful pieces of fine
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art.

Imagine A Forest
Skies are an important part of landscape paintings, setting the tone of the scene as a whole and often
representing the dominant feature of the composition. In this revised and updated edition of Painting
Skies which includes material from Geoff's Top Tops for Watercolour Artists, Geoff Kersey imparts his
knowledge and expertise to artists of all abilities, demonstrating how to paint skies that give a sense
of cohesion, place and atmosphere to your landscape paintings.Painting skies is also the best way to
learn how watercolour behaves, and there is a large section at the start of the book that explains the
techniques you need to produce a broad range of effects. Including a stormy sky, a summer sky, an
evening glow, a sunset and low cloud. This comprehensive guide also includes information on the
materials you need, drawing and sketching, using photographs, composition, colour and perspective, and
throughout the book are examples of Geoff's finished artworks to provide inspiration and ideas for
compositions of your own. The book finishes with six glorious, step-by-step projects to put into
practice all you have learnt and give you the confidence to incorporate stunning skies into your own
watercolour landscape paintings.

Drawing: Faces & Features
Whenever we first encounter a new place, whether landscape or cityscape, one of the most immediate and
powerful sensations comes from its colors, or the palette of colors, which profoundly influence our
reaction to and sense of a space. In Local Color, designer and educator Mimi Robinson teaches us not
only how to see the colors around us but also how to capture and record them in watercolor. Regardless
of your level of expertise, Robinson will quickly have you creating personal memories of time, travel,
and place through a series of self-guided exercises and illustrated examples.

A-Z of Bird Portraits
Perfect for artists, crafters, illustrators, cartoonists, comic artists, designers, and doodlers, this
book offers inspiration, hints and tips to draw anything that swims!

Watercolour Flowers
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Problem Solved! Expert fixes for not-quite-right watercolors. As one of today's most sought-after
workshop instructors, Charles Reid knows the most common stumbling blocks faced by artists and the best
ways to overcome them. With expert advice on everything from drawing and design to fine-tuning figure
and landscape paintings, Charles Reid's Watercolor Solutions will help you identify shortcomings in your
paintings, fix recurring problems, and become a better watercolorist—no matter what your skill level.
Inside, you'll find masterful insights from one of North Light's best-selling authors: • Advice for
successful color mixing, tips to avoid overworking and other straightforward information you can take
straight to your easel • 10 step-by-step demonstrations make the lessons easy to understand and
implement • Student work with critiques that call out strengths, weaknesses and tips on how the
paintings can be improved Whether your portraits feel contrived, your landscapes lack depth, or your
colors look unnatural, this book holds the secrets to stronger, looser and livelier paintings.

How to Draw with a Ballpoint Pen
How to Draw with a Ballpoint Pen is a beginner's guide for new and aspiring artists! Learn to create art
with only a ballpoint pen and your imagination. Draw your day, design something fabulous, create a
clever sketchbook, practice cartooning - the options are endless. This beginner's guide helps artists
and aspiring artists of all levels learn art techinques using only a ballpoint pen and their
imaginations. You'll soon be mastering shading, perspective, patchwork, spirals, ornaments, animals,
portraits, logos, pictograms, fantasy, abstraction, and much more. Step-by-step pictures, instructions,
and inspiration will show you all that you can accomplish with this versatile drawing tool. You can even
draw on various materials and objects, but the book includes 16 blank pages to instantly get you
started.

Watercolor Basics
Create Breathtaking Watercolor Paintings in No Time With this collection of easy, step-by-step
instructions, unlocking your creativity with watercolor has never been easier. Follow along as Anna
Koliadych, founder of DearAnnArt, guides you through painting your own watercolor masterpieces in just
15 minutes. These 50 projects have something for everyone, from underwater landscapes to galaxies, from
fashion sketches to tasty sweets. Learn to paint a meadow of poppies, a cosmic tea cup, a set of high
heels or a tabby cat all in one quick evening. Whether you’re new to watercolor or have been practicing
for years, these colorful designs are perfect for a relaxing afternoon alone or as an activity for the
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whole family. In each lesson, Anna highlights efficient techniques, like sketching your design with
simple shapes, or adding small, beautiful details, so you can create the most charming artwork in the
shortest amount of time—even if you’ve never painted before!

Flowers: The Watercolor Art Pad
Join the flock! Create your own aviary of charming, beautifully detailed, one-of-a-kind fabric bird
sculptures with basic machineand handsewing, embroidery, and mixed-media craft techniques. The Artful
Bird presents 16 incredibly charming, quirky, personality-filled birds for you to make! Through a
detailed chapter of step-by-step basic birdmaking techniques and tips, you will not only learn to make
these cute creatures, but also discover how to craft your own patterns for almost any bird--real or
imagined. Inside you'll also find Glassenberg's creative ideas to give each bird individual character
and personality, from using paint and glitter to adding collage elements. Plus, check out an
international gallery of birds from other noted fabric bird makers for more inspiration!

Love Is
Painting on canvas poses many exciting opportunities for the artist. Along with the immediacy, vibrancy
and unpredictability of watercolours, it is a liberating and creative process. This practical book
explains how to start painting with watercolours on canvas and goes on to encourage new style and
experimentation. It gives step-by-step demonstrations on different techniques to achieve loose, dynamic
images. It is a beautiful and passionate account of how to work on a non-traditional surface to achieve
striking and innovative paintings. It covers; advice on selecting and preparing canvases to accept
watercolour; ways to adapt your materials and working process to canvases; step-by-step demonstrations
on different techniques to achieve loose, dynamic images; Ideas for experimentation, both in style and
subject, and stunning, finished images to inspire; A beautiful book that shows how to paint with
watercolour on canvas to achieve bold, stunning results. Of great interest to all artists and craftsmen,
it is superbly illustrated with 149 colour photographs. Liz Chaderton is a professional watercolour
artist and specializes in painting animals.

The Creature Garden
The Creature Garden is an illustrator’s step-by-step sourcebook for drawing and painting 50 real and
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imagined creatures in a whimsical folk-art style. With an embossed cover, striking endpapers, and
extraordinary interior illustrations, this beautifully crafted book is a unique piece of art in itself.
Husband-and-wife illustrator team Harry and Zanna Goldhawk, the founders of Papio Press, teach you how
to make vibrant paintings of these beautiful beasts and fictional fauna: Mammals, including big cats,
wolves, sloths, and red pandas Marine life, including whales, sea dragons, narwhals, and giant Pacific
octopi Birds, including peacocks, cranes, owls, and flamingos Insects, including butterflies, moths,
bumblebees, and damselflies Mythical creatures, including mermaids, unicorns, dragons, phoenixes,
centaurs, and hippogriffs And more! The Creature Garden begins with the basics, first instructing you on
which tools to use, how to create patterns, the importance of keeping a sketchbook, and even avoiding
comparison with other artists. The book then navigates through each illustration in a step-by-step
manner that is manageable and easy to understand. Each project carefully guides you through each phase
of the artistic process, from creating an outline to adding a realistic animal pattern. You’ll also
learn how to draw botanical patterns from different environments—the garden, forest, jungle, and
ocean—that enable you to surround your animal drawings with a natural environment. Full of lush warmth
and fairy-tale wonder, The Creature Garden is a wonderful addition to the repertoire of both seasoned
artists and novices alike.

Painting Watercolours on Canvas
"Nature's design magic is a balancing act found in its perfect ratios. The sections of this sketchbook Star, Branch, Spiral, and Fan - focus on four of those disceptively simple design principles and why
they work"--

Browning .30-caliber Machine Guns
Bring a Fantasy World of Enchanting Beings to Life! Angels, faeries and mermaids have engaged the
imaginations and enchanted the brushes of artists for centuries. Now you can evoke the spirit of these
mythical creatures and create fantastic works of ethereal art in watercolor. Step by inspired step,
Stephanie Pui-Mun Law shows you how to paint the otherworlds' most marvelous creatures and exquisite
settings. Twenty step-by-step projects show you how to create fantastic scenes that are elegantly
styled, brilliantly colored, and alive with a sense of wonder. Fabulous Realms! Create strange and
lovely backgrounds, such as the meandering oak branches of faery folk, the celestial surrounding of
angels, and the seascapes where mermaids dwell. Delightful Details! From angel wings to mermaid tails,
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from flowing robes to faery gowns, learn to paint an imaginative variety of features, clothing and other
details that ensure one-of-a-kind results. Mystical Effects! Discover special watercolor techniques for
adding magic and mystery to your paintings. You'll begin by learning about essential materials,
including brushes, paints, paper, then will move on to important techniques such as planning and
sketching; figure proportions; specific characteristics of angels, faeries and mermaids (including
clothing); developing backgrounds; and finishing techniques that add an air of magic.

Star, Branch, Spiral, Fan
Colorful birds and flowers by Geninne D. Zlatkis decorate the two complementary gift card in Galison's
Avian Friends box of gift notes. One shows a blue bird with orange popoies on the outside; the interior
is pale blue with more popppies. The other design shows a blue and green bird and pink flowers. The
interior is a pink/lavendar. Robin's egg blue cards show a little ladybug in the corner.
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